
Strategic Planning & Budget Committee 
(SPBAC) 

Meeting Notes/Summary of Discussion – December 4, 2019 
 
 
Attendees:  Michael Ciri,  Julie Vigil, Jon Lasinski,  Peter Sommers, Lori Klein, Nathan Leigh,  Lori 
Klein, Karen Carey, Rick Caulfield, Mae Delcastillo, Nathan Leigh, Elise Tomlinson, Trisha Lee, 
Karen Carey, Heather Batchelder, Kristen Handley, Maren Haavig, Louisa Hayes, Tom Thornton 
VIA Teleconference:   David Felts, Sarah Belmont, Jill Hanson, Math Trafton, Pete Traxler 
 
Meeting started at 3:07 pm 
 
Michael started off meeting by encouraging folks to look at SPBAC website.  This is the 
repository where all SPBAC meeting resources and information is stored.  Talked about the 
handout showing comparison of UAS unrestricted budget for FY14 to FY20.  See handout at 
following link:  http://www.uas.alaska.edu/admin/docs/spbac/2019-12-
04/uas_budget_copmparison_fy14_to_fy20.pdf 
 
Q: How much did UAS pay SW in FY14? 
A: Approximately $1-200,000.  Noted that this year the large amount is due to unique dual 
appropriation situation this year.  Probably won’t stay this way. 
 
Q: Does this include our reserved/unallocated budget as well? 
A: Yes. 
 
Michael asked that SPBAC members share this information with their staff and faculty.  Send 
out this handout! 
 
 
1. Review/discussion of the January 6/December 20 budget exercise  
 
Michael presented with input from Karen: See handout at following link: 
http://www.uas.alaska.edu/admin/docs/spbac/2019-12-
04/spbac_december_4_meeting_handout.pdf   
This presentation is due on Jan 6, but technically we only have until Dec 20 to do so, before the 
holiday closure.   Will turn this into a power point slide.  BOR will expect a comparable amount 
of detail to this, not specifics.  Back side has UAS Financial worksheet.  This assignment is meant 
to show what we expect to see in expenditures/budget in FY20 vs FY18.  Our assignment will be 
to talk about expenditures/budget for FY20.  How will that impact the NCHEMS categories.  Will 
be based on management reports or whatever else the departments provide. Asked to project 
expenditures for FY21 as well, but not budget.  Michael has requested that we only show 
budget, not expenditures for FY21, due to difficulty of projecting expenditures. See following 
link for NCHEMS descriptions: https://www.alaska.edu/files/opa/1---Revenue--Expenditure-



Descriptions.pdf.  NCHEMS stands for National Center for Higher Education Systems.  Private 
non-profit that has developed these categories for higher education institutions.  Budget 
people know what these are. 
 
We need all of you to focus on how we reduce/save costs in your areas.  BOR wants us to 
forecast things, like grants, tuition, etc.  Revenues and expenditures are not going to equal on 
this worksheet.   
 
Chancellor notes that BOR will have a half day budget workshop so that the information they 
receive from us is more understandable. 
 
Handout is based on conversation Michael had with Michelle Rizk this morning, 12/4/19.  
Cautions that the requested information may change; for example could end up as just 
expenditure, just budget, through fy21 etc...   
 
 
2. Discussion of the results of the survey – any gold nuggets? See following link for results of 
survey: http://www.uas.alaska.edu/admin/docs/spbac/2019-12-
04/2019_spbac_budget_survey_results.pdf 
 
Michael presented.  Updated results of survey were distributed today.  Does anyone see things 
that we could include in our Jan 6 report? 
 
Maren notes lots of facilities options given. 
 
Elise: LED lights, heat pumps etc.  Perhaps cost comparison, savings estimate could be done. 
 
Maren: some people recommended staff/faculty buyout and then rehire at lower cost. 
 
Pete: can we even offer those types of buyouts?   
 
Karen: we would have to talk to general council and look at CBAs. 
 
Michael: in the past, across the board retirement incentive program isn’t the greatest.  
However, targeted retirement incentives could be good. 
 
Rick: happened in the 90’s and resulted in a huge loss of experienced senior people.  Got sense 
that it took a long time to rebuild that.  We would have to see what is allowable.  Voluntary 
agreements could be a possibility. 
 
Maren: noticed theme about closing campus some days, furloughing in the summer, working 
from home.  Variations on a typical M-F, 8-5 workday. 
 
Pete: wonders what impact would be to facilities costs if we shut down campus on Friday half 
day. 
 



Nathan:  yes, if we ramped down heat mid Friday and didn’t have classes through weekend, yes 
it could help.  Some savings, but not a whole lot.  Big savings come in when people actually give 
up salary savings. 
 
Karen:  A lot of notes about eliminating deans and going down to one.  Michael? 
 
Michael:  we cut a lot of positions in the 80’s.  What UAS had were positions that were not 
called the same.  No provost, but there was a position who did provost work.  Work/pay stayed 
the same, and just titles changed.  Instead of deans, had directors, etc.  Jobs were already 
there, the job titles changed.  We actually have already consolidated programs and eliminated 
dean positions (Education, Arts & Sciences).   
 
Chancellor: we are the smallest of the universities in the UA system.  It is important that we 
have positions filled that align with the other two universities.  We have an obligation as a 
university to have certain positions and be compliant.  We are a university and we need to have 
leadership and compliance.  We are always looking at the administrative structure.  There is a 
20% reduction in staffing.  Responsibilities include things like Title IX, Clery Act reporting, 
Emergency Planning etc. 
 
Maren: another thing she saw was comments on how many vehicles we have in the UAS vehicle 
fleet.  Suggestions to replace them with electric, etc. 
 
Michael and Nathan both like the idea of electric vehicles. Nathan notes that the current 
vehicle cost is in the upkeep/maintenance.  They are all very old. 
 
Michael: hope for utility corridor in future, so facilities vehicles don’t have to be in main campus 
area. 
 
Kristen/Tom:  Possibility with vehicle replacement for green/environmental incentives, or 
grants etc. 
 
Elise notes: possibly renting out apartments/dorms. 
 
Tom: Mixed use facilities/rentals etc.  Also mixed use positions like administrative/faculty 
combinations. Having flexibility within positions would be helpful. 
 
Pete: is there a feasibility to do yearlong conferencing, like renting out Banfield and things like 
that.  Hotels are so expensive in this town and if we could have families come to see campus. 
 
Karen asks Michael to explain auxiliaries. 
 
Michael:  we have to show that we are not competing with the economic sector.  Housing 
would get the revenue from maximizing those apartment/dorm rentals. 
 
 



3. Update on the 6% and 12% SPBAC exercise and program reviews.  See following link to 
handout: http://www.uas.alaska.edu/admin/docs/spbac/2019-12-
04/preliminary_results_from_6_and_12_pcnt_reduction_planning.pdf 
 
Michael presented.  This was distributed to SPBAC members that have specific budget 
responsibilities.  The idea is: how do we approach making the reductions in those areas based 
on 6 and 12%.  Not everyone has finished, so results are incomplete.  Many of the position 
reductions are from people looking at currently vacant positions.   
 
Rick notes this is the preliminary results of the exercise.  We will get more specific over time 
until June.   
 
Discussion centered on reducing positions as little as possible.  Emphasized how great we are at 
collaboration and sharing duties.   
 
Really focusing heavily on marketing to increase enrollment.  Great co enrollment programs.   
 
 
4. Plan for completion of our high level report 
 
Karen:  she is going on vacation on Monday 12/9.  Executive cabinet will meet Friday afternoon 
so she can give her input. 
 
There will be another SPBAC meeting the week of 12/16 to go over the presentation. 
 
Meeting ended at 4:47pm 
 
 


